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Virtual mobility anecdote

• Student at Haagse Hogeschool

• Elective online course at Sheffield Hallam Uni

• Group research project: Interviews about e- 
learning

• Situation: 

– misinterpreted assignment, 

– now has only 4 days to rectify situation

– NL-mentor does not understand problem

– UK-teacher will not change assignment

• Contacts me: What can I do?
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E-coaching 
Guidelines based on research and practice

OVERVIEW

• E-coaching examples

• Characteristics of learning situations

• E-coaching competences in the literature

• Guidelines based on experience and literature

• Social media: new tools for e-coaching
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Example 1 – Eliseleren & Toll-Net

• Online in-service training course for teachers about 
technology supported learning

• Characteristics
– Group-based learning (15 students & 2 active e-coaches)

– Strict pacing (8 modules in 10 weeks)

– Group-centric learning (Tasks lead to sharing experiences)

– Non-formal learning (Only certificate of attendance)

– Post-initial (Professional & academic teachers)

– Mainly online (Introduction & conclusion face2face)

– Mainly asynchronous (Few web meetings)
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Example 2: “E-Learning: wat, waarom en hoe”

• Course module (4,3 ECTS) at Open Universiteit within Master 
of Educational Science

• Characteristics
– Individual learning (Limited group support, passive e-coach)

– Any time, any pace (Start at any time, exam at any time)

– Content-centric learning (5 study tasks)

– Formal learning (course certificate)

– Initial or post-initial (mainly professionals +35)

– Distance & online (Paper-based and online)

– Mainly asynchronous (Monthly virtual classroom)
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Characteristics of learning situations

• Groups vs. Individual

• Pacing (cohorts) vs. Any time, any pace

• Content-centric vs. Group-centric vs. Teacher-centric

• Formal learning vs. Non-formal learning

• Initial vs. Post-initial

• Distance/online vs. Blended

• Synchronous vs. Asynchronous

 Match learning situation with appropriate e-coaching 
competences
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E-Coaching competences in the literature

• 5-stage model (Salmon, 2000, Move-IT webinar, May 13, 
2010)

• Roles involved in online teaching (Goodyear, Salmon, et al. 
2001)

• Classification of online tutor competencies (Reid, 2002)
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Salmon, G. (2000) – E-moderating
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Goodyear, P., Salmon, G. et al. (2001)  - Roles involved in 
online teaching
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Reid, D. (2002) - Classification of online tutor 
competencies 

1. Technical knowledge
• Attitude, choice, resources, support, use

2. Content expertise
• Find/share resources, analyse questions, formulate tasks

3. Process facilitation
• Understand social process, communicate online, support

4. Evaluation
• Assessment, feedback, monitoring

5. Course management
• Administer, access, enroll
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Toll-Net guidelines (Verjans, De Pauw, Jacobs 2008)

• Stay up-to-date (as a professional)

• Coach-em (your students)

• Don’t be afraid to experiment (as a professional)

• Give feedback (to your students)

• Work together (with your peers/colleagues)

• Plan and set limits (for yourself and your students)
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What about the future? 
Social media = New tools for e-coaching

• Create virtual familiarity
– Blogging

– Microblogging

– Social networking

• Share content
– Social bookmarking

– Slides, photos, videos

– Documents, publications

• Be available on IM
– Skype, MSN, GTalk



That’s all, folks
http://www.ou.nl/

http://www.celstec.org/

http://netvibes.com/sverjans
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